A SPECIAL THANK YOU

On behalf of the Australian Power Institute and the presenters, James Stokes of Jarrah Solutions, and Pascal Schaub of DT Partners, we would sincerely like to thank you for the support you gave to make this series of Master Classes a resounding success. The practical structure and extensive industry knowledge from the presenters instructing this Master Class, was valued highly by the participants. The support you provided contributed positively to this result.

Presenters James Stokes and Pascal Schaub along with API, have successfully concluded a series of Master Classes, which was focused on Commissioning and Maintenance Testing of IEC 61850 Systems.

This Master Class was designed for Engineers and Technical Officers with 4+ years experience who are involved in either the scoping, design, vetting, commissioning, testing, maintenance, or operation of power system protection and automation systems.

Based on participant feedback, this Master Class course successfully provided participants with working knowledge of how to verify and validate IEC 61850 based systems and solutions in accordance with today’s technology all while demonstrated with current products.

FEEDBACK & TESTIMONIALS

"A thorough and practical introduction to test & commissioning of IEC 61850. I would recommend this training to any commissioning tech/engineer with an interest or need to gain the knowledge to launch them into the world of IEC 61850 testing.” - David Corrans (Commissioning Manager, UGL)

“The best industry related course attended so far which contributes hugely to professional development. Presenters are great professionals with high level of technical knowledge and experience.” - Ravneel Goundar (Commissioning Team Leader, UGL)

“I found the Master Class an excellent introduction to the IEC 61850 system. The course provided all the necessary background information for building and testing of a new installation.” – Andrew Millen (Senior Engineering Officer – Protection & Metering Support)

“I have gained valuable information to assist in testing & checking IEC 61850 systems from very helpful & knowledgable trainers.” – Greg Lodge (Engineering Officer, Secondary Systems)

Survey statistics show that 98% of course participants reported that they would be likely to recommend this course to a colleague and/or friend”